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It started in 2005. Esoware Srl, a software company in Salerno, Italy, 
asked Copas to assist them with the implementation of Esoware’s 
TOS at the terminal in Civitavecchia, Port of Rome. Copas 
purchased the software from Esoware Srl, whilst re-developing the 
system using modern tools, terminal ICT experience and a lot of 
creativity. Furthermore, new modules were developed and integrated. 

Now in 2010, Esoware distributes Copas’ software products for 
terminals and opened an office in Rotterdam, managed by Frans 
Jol, who has extensive experience in the terminal business. 

Many small and startup terminals, confronted with huge 
investments, are struggling to find a TOS geared to their 
requirements and, in particular, their budget. Copas decided to 
design their products with the needs of smaller terminals in mind; 
while they also understood the need of any terminal, small or 
large, to be able to use a comprehensive set of functions, from 
graphical planning systems to advanced EDI-systems. 

Today, this affordable software, known by the name of Copas 
TOS, has been installed successfully on more than 10 ‘wet’ and 
‘dry’ terminals throughout Europe and the UK. 

The main module STEP2 can be used on its own, and covers 
all multimodal activities, from ocean and feeder vessels to barges, 
rail and truck activities. The Gate Wizard offers full functionality 
for the truck gate operator, whilst the ‘wizard’ setup ensures 
simple and intuitive use of advanced techniques, offering a logical 
workflow and avoiding mistakes or omissions. 

Additional modules include Yard, a graphical yard planning and 
monitoring tool, offering a easy way of creating a graphical layout 
of the terminal, inspecting yard areas, planning areas for certain 
types of containers, customers, vessels etcetera. Yard can also be used 
to create housekeeping moves and for a variety of other functions.

Edistep is a fully automatic EDI translator and transmitter, capable 
of handling all possible EDI-messaging, including the well-known 
standard UN/Edifact container messages but also non-standard formats 
in various layouts can be handled. This tool will run unattended and 
will warn the system manager by e-mail or SMS in case of problems.  

Planmaster is a full-function graphical vessel-planning tool. 
It offers advanced tools for planning containers, taking into 
consideration the characteristics of the vessel, such as the stack 
heights and maximum weights as well as the full stability of the 

vessel. Of course, Planmaster can receive and transmit the well-
known EDI messages BAPLIE and MOVINS.

Other modules include Rails, a graphical rail-planning system; 
TIS, a terminal invoicing system; and several other modules 
covering functions for terminal access control, automatic gate, 
radio data, customs formalities, integration with local port 
community systems and so on. All modules are fully integrated. 

Before the start of a project, Copas engineers conduct a brief 
survey of the terminal and the required functionality, in order 
to be able to make a comprehensive proposal. Then a functional 
analysis is developed to be the reference for the required software; 
the software will be installed and can be tested by the future users, 
training will be given and finally Copas engineers will assist with 
the live startup of the TOS. Copas offers a 24x7 remote support. 

The terminal management can decide which modules they will need 
for the efficient operation of their terminal. Obviously if a terminal, 
for example, does not handle trains, they do not need to purchase the 
graphical rail module and, if an inland terminal does not handle ocean 
or feeder vessels, they need not buy the graphical vessel planning tool. 

Esoware BV was founded in Holland in 2009, and is the international marketing 

and sales company for Copas BV, a software company based in Rotterdam. 

Esoware BV specializes in the distribution of dedicated software for container 

terminals, inland and rail terminals as well as specialized software for vessel 

planning onboard vessels or by companies involved with central vessel planning, 

shipping agents and forwarding companies. The company is also an agent for 

RTE, who produce the reefer monitoring software Grasp; and Logsys, a software 

company from Belgium, specializing in bulk, warehousing and logistics software. 

Frans Jol is the Managing Director of Esoware BV, located in Barendrecht, Holland.
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